Remote Stealth Surveillance Suite

AGT, the premier German security specialists, is proud to present the Remote Stealth Surveillance Suite ("RSSS"), a product delivered from the Troy Software Division.

Each year society further embraces social media and the internet, and criminals adapt to use these tools to suit their needs. One of the challenges faced by law enforcement and intelligence agencies is finding a single solution to completely understand and monitor a targets digital life. RSSS provides a completely covert and untraceable system to monitor everything your target does online: using a mobile phone or a computer system.

Smart Deployment:
RSSS can be deployed using traditional methods such as email attachments or unpatched exploits, but we also offer our unique Aggressor technology.

The Aggressor subverts all IP traffic between the target and his or her ISP and is deployed from a trusted and commonly visited website. This allows for injection of the agent independently from the network provider!

Stealth Technology:
Our proprietary stealth technology makes the agent invisible to all security and antivirus suites currently on the market. Each agent is custom designed specifically for each client for greater flexibility and security.

Technology

Secure by Design:
A monitored system will never make a direct connection to the command and control system. An anonymous reflector system will relay all encrypted traffic to ensure that your target will never know who is watching.

An RSSS agent executes seamlessly on all major operating systems, including smartphones and tablet computers.

Capture Capabilities:
- User input: keyboard, mouse. (including virtual input)
- Browser activity
- Screenshots
- Audio and video
- Complete monitoring of Skype
- Capture of accessed files in real time
- Encrypted and sensitive data capture
- On-demand file download and remote control
- and much, much, more...
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